
37-th German Mathematical Olympiad 1998

4-th Round – Potsdam, May 3–6

Grade 10

First Day

1. Prove that, ifnnn
+ nn + n +1 andn are prime numbers, thennnn

−nn + n−1 is
also a prime number.

2. A tetrahedronABCD is inscribed in a half-sphere of radiusr so thatA,B,C lie
on its basic circle andD lies on the circumference of the half-sphere. Denote
by V andu the volume of the tetrahedron and the perimeter of triangleABC,

respectively. Prove thatV ≤
u3

324
. When does equality hold?

3. Andreas experiments with a computer program. The programselects at random
101 integers from 1 to 200 and then finds two of the selected numbers, one of
which divides the other. The program worked each time, but Andreas wonders if
this is always possible. Brigitte claims that this can be shown without a computer
program, by an application of the fact that there are only 100even numbers in
the given range. How can she prove her claim?

Second Day

4. Do there exist three consecutive odd integers whose sum ofsquares is a four-digit
number having all its digits equal?

5. Prove that

1998< 1+
1
√

2
+ · · ·+

1
√

1000000
< 1999.

6. Axel has drawn a triangleABC, a line parallel toAB which meetsAC andBC atF
andE respectively, and an arbitrary pointD on sideAB. He wants to measure the
areas of trianglesADF, DBE, DEF andFEC. Ingrid claims that it is possible to
determine the area ofDEF uniquely, having known the other three areas. How
can she achieve that? Give a method and prove that it always works.

Grades 11-13

First Day

1. Find all possible numbers of lines in a plane which intersect in exactly 37 points.
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2. Two pupilsA andB play the following game. They begin with a pile of 1998
matches andA plays first. A player who is on turn must take a nonzero square
number of matches from the pile. The winner is the one who makes the last
move. Decide who has the winning strategy and give one such strategy.

3. For each nonnegative integerk find all nonnegative integersx,y,z such that

x2 + y2+ z2 = 8k
.

Second Day

4. Leta be a positive real number. Show that the polynomial

p(x) = a3x3 + a2x2 + ax + a

has an integer root only fora = 1, and find that root.

5. A sequence(an) is given bya0 = 0, a1 = 1 andak+2 = ak+1+ak for all integers
k ≥ 0. Prove that the inequality

n

∑
k=0

ak

2k < 2

holds for all positive integersn.

6A. Find all real solutions to the system

x5 = 21x3 + y3,

y5 = x3 +21y3.

6B. Prove that the following statement holds for all odd integersn ≥ 3: If a quadri-
lateralABCD can be partitioned by lines inton cyclic quadrilaterals, thenABCD
is itself cyclic.
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